TLX EXTENDERS & MORE ACHIEVE TEMPEST CERTIFICATION
CONFORMS TO: NATO SDIP 27 Level B

We are pleased to announce that the full line of TLX video and KVM extenders, chassis, SMP (1 & 2) Appliance and the Integrated Client Transmitter (ICT) have achieved TEMPEST certification to NATO SDIP-27 Level B standards for use in Zone 1 environments. In conjunction with TLX matrix switches, Thinklogical offers one of the widest and most feature-rich TEMPEST-approved solution sets in the market today. Learn more about all of our IA-accredited signal management and video distribution products HERE...

CANADIAN PARTNER MEETING
OTTAWA : 2019
This month, Thinklogical held its first annual Canadian Partner Meeting in Ottawa to provide partners with updated information on current, new and future products along with product training. Open discussions provided invaluable feedback on future product requirements to help improve our technology and capabilities and better support partner and customer needs. We look forward to meeting again in 2020!

**Richard Cooper**

VP, Sales

---

**DSEI JAPAN**

JAPAN’S FIRST FULLY INTEGRATED DEFENSE EVENT : November 18-20, 2019
DSEI Japan is the most important large-scale defence and security event to take place on Japanese shores. It provides an unparalleled opportunity for government, military and industry to meet, build partnerships and identify current and future capability requirements. Join us at stand B700 for one-on-one demonstrations of the only mid to large KVM/VDS capable of managing multiple classifications through one system - see how it works live! Register for your free ticket today. **REGISTER HERE...**

**AFCEA ALAMO ACE & TECHNET INDO-PACIFIC**

**SAVE THE DATE** : Supporting the Defense & Intelligence Community

This November, we will be exhibiting at AFCEA Alamo ACE in San Antonio, Texas. This year's theme is, "Sharpening the Warfighter's Edge - Creating the Future Today." Gain access and insight on current developments in cyberspace and future challenges in transforming to multi-domain operations strategically, and military cyber and ISR operations battlespace in the future. Stop by booth 61/62 to learn how to securely manage multiple classifications of information through one system in C2 applications. **LEARN MORE...**
Join Thinklogical, Diversified and Vanguard Displays at the largest event in the Indo-Pacific Rim, TechNet Indo-Pacific in Hawaii which will focus on regional issues military leaders have identified. Visit booth 305 to see a complete command and control room solution featuring Thinklogical KVM and VDS, Vanguard Displays and Diversified control room solutions and services.

LEARN MORE...

YOUR VOICE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
TELL US WHAT YOU THINK: Customer Voice Survey 2019

In the coming weeks, some of you will be selected to receive a brief survey where you can tell us about your relationship and experiences with Thinklogical. Your feedback is essential to helping us better understand what matters most to you and improving the value, products and services we deliver. If you would like to participate in the survey, please contact us HERE...

Nikki Mueller
Senior Manager,
Marketing
2019 EVENTS
JOIN US : On the Road

Save the date and join us as we take our products, solutions and experts on the road.
We'll be bringing our latest secure signal management innovations to each of our shows.
Schedule a one-on-one meeting.

APG Fall Expo - October 22, 2019 - Aberdeen, MD
Creech AFB - AFCEA Cyber & IT Focus Day - October 23, 2019 - Indian Springs, NV
AFCEA TechNet Europe - October 23-24, 2019 - Bratislava, Slovakia
Nellis AFB - AFCEA Cyber & IT Focus Day - October 24, 2019 - Las Vegas, NV
Interagency Visual Media Group Expo - October 29, 2019 - Bethesda, MD
Fort Huachuca Technology & Cybersecurity Day - November 6, 2019 - Sierra Vista, AZ
MilCIS - November 12-14, 2019 - Canberra, Australia
DSEI Japan - November 18-20, 2019 - Tokyo, Japan
AFCEA Alamo ACE - November 18-21, 2019 - San Antonio, TX
PACOM VTC Tech Exchange - November 18, 2019 - Honolulu, HI
AFCEA TechNet Indo-Pacific - November 19-21, 2019 - Honolulu, HI
NIDV Symposium - November 25, 2019 - Rotterdam, Netherlands

We are here to help you..
Have a project? Work with a Thinker.
GET IN TOUCH
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